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Gaming bacterial metabolism
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Many microorganisms remain understudied 
due to the challenges and complexities of 
culturing. An integrated lab automation and 
machine learning platform called BacterAI 
could be the future.

Advances in sequencing technology have greatly expanded our ability 
to identify and survey the staggeringly diverse and ever-expanding 
microbial world1. Newly discovered species could be an untapped 
source of novel bioactive molecules such as antibiotics2; however, 
the potential of this vast microbial diversity has not been fully  
realized. Fewer than 2% of all microbial species are currently cultur-
able3. This is due to a lack of knowledge about growth requirements3,4, 
and the tedious, labour-intensive experiments that stand in the way of 
this essential knowledge.

The integration of lab automation and machine learning (ML) tech-
niques could help with the culturing of understudied bacteria. These 
approaches have already been leveraged to improve the speed and 
throughput of experimentation. For example, artificial intelligence 
(AI)-guided colony selection based on colony morphology was used 
to isolate diverse strains from microbiome samples5, and efficient 

metabolic engineering of biofuel-producing strains has been enabled by 
automated recommendations for which promoters should be manipu-
lated6. A drawback of these approaches is that they can require large 
datasets to train predictive models. One exception to the data-hungry 
ML trend is reinforcement learning (RL), an ML technique that requires 
no prior training data. Reinforcement learning models learn through 
trial and error: positive outcomes are ‘rewarded’ with predefined rules, 
which serve as the input for these techniques. Reinforcement learning 
has been used to play and win games such as Chess and Go7, but it can 
also be co-opted for data-limited problems in microbiology.

Now writing in Nature Microbiology, Dama et al.8 describe an  
elegant RL-based platform, called BacterAI, that learns the growth 
requirements of bacteria with no prior knowledge. The robust RL 
pipeline is integrated with an automated experimental set-up to study 
bacterial growth requirements within a timeframe of two weeks. 
Researchers input a list of media ingredients, such as amino acids, to 
a computerized platform that provides liquid-handling instructions to 
lab equipment and human technicians. By treating the media composi-
tion as a ‘game’ with the goal of minimizing the number of ingredients, 
BacterAI’s RL algorithm selects the most informative experiments to 
perform. Under the hood of the ML model, BacterAI is rewarded for 
removing as many ingredients as possible from media that still support 
bacterial growth. As BacterAI plays the ‘game’, hundreds of exploratory 
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Fig. 1 | Learning appropriate culture 
conditions as a game. BacterAI, 
an automated liquid-handling and 
experiment-planning platform, learns 
and reports growth rules of bacteria 
with no prior information. The platform 
operates in two phases: phase 1 (grey) 
automates iterative data collection 
with a RL method, similar to those 
used for playing games such as Chess; 
and phase 2 (blue) simplifies the data 
interpretation by using a separate 
algorithm to present logical growth 
rules to microbiologists.
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While BacterAI can learn from a blank slate, prior information 
improves model performance and the speed of experimentation.  
Dama et al. demonstrate that transfer learning, or the process of reusing 
information from one of BacterAI’s previous, related tasks, can speed 
up the RL game. For example, when an S. gordonii model is programmed 
with the final parameters of an S. sanguinis model, only 4 days of experi-
ments are needed to achieve a model accuracy of 97.6%, compared with 
the 7 days required to obtain the initial S. sanguinis model. As genome 
sequencing and metabolic pathway reconstruction have become more 
cost effective and powerful over the past decade, future studies could 
incorporate additional layers of biological information to construct 
more accurate and context-aware models.

With minimal human time and labour, BacterAI can provide 
meaningful biological insight into understudied bacteria, catalysing 
further scientific studies. By automating the rapid identification of 
appropriate culture conditions for less-studied bacteria, platforms 
such as BacterAI can turn otherwise arduous research problems into  
easy wins.
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experiments are executed daily, and the results are used to iteratively 
train an underlying neural network. The neural network then predicts 
bacterial growth given a defined media composition. Rather than a 
traditional ML approach where data collection and model building are 
isolated processes directed by a human expert, BacterAI automates 
both and can iterate until a predictive model is acquired.

The authors take BacterAI for a test drive on two bacteria:  
Streptococcus gordonii and a closely related species, Streptococcus 
sanguinis. Both are part of the oral microflora, a notoriously difficult 
environment for culturing. In less than two weeks, BacterAI predicted 
that S. gordonii and S. sanguinis, although closely related, each require 
a different combination of amino acids to support their growth (Fig. 1, 
phase 1). The generated models are more than 90% accurate, meaning 
they predict media as either growth supportive or growth unsupportive 
substantially better than a random coin flip.

Machine learning efforts for biology are often hampered by 
‘black-box’ neural networks9 that are difficult to understand and con-
tain thousands of parameters that render them uninterpretable by 
humans. BacterAI is unique in that, on completion of the automated 
experiments and collection of sufficient data, it automatically gener-
ates a human-readable interpretation of its findings (Fig. 1, phase 2). 
The output of BacterAI is a recipe for the precise, minimal combination 
of amino acids, carbohydrates, vitamins, minerals, and salts required 
to support bacterial growth. One cost of a readable output is accuracy, 
because a recipe with only a few ingredients will inherently be less 
accurate than the complex neural network that represents non-linear, 
fractional combinations of all ingredients. However, BacterAI makes 
up for these drawbacks with its user-friendly advantages.

Notably, BacterAI affords a high degree of automation in execut-
ing microbiology experiments. While a technician is still needed to 
upload the final growth measurements from the previous day and 
routinely inspect quality controls, BacterAI automatically generates 
a list of experiments to perform, produces a liquid-handling plan, and 
collects and processes all data. Soon, it may be possible that a single 
technician will be able to supervise an extensive set of experiments (for 
example, on hundreds of microbial species) running simultaneously 
using automation capabilities. In the future, the authors also foresee 
BacterAI’s deployment directly in chemically complex, species-rich 
environments such as the human gut or soil.

To harness BacterAI’s potential, other labs would require a similar 
lab set-up to use the open-source experiment-planning software, which 
could be a cost- and resource-prohibitive barrier. One way around this 
drawback would be the deployment of BacterAI’s integrated platform 
to a Cloud lab10 or virtual bench, where multiple research labs could 
participate and conduct experiments.
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